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The Love Challenge 
Readings: Leviticus 19:1-18; Romans 13:8-10; Luke 10:25-28 

 
Facebook can be a great distraction but at times it provides things that get me 

thinking.  An image that came across my newsfeed during the week was an image of 
Jesus doing a face palm with the text  “I gave them the Beatitudes and all they do is 
quote Leviticus.” 

I’m sure it made a few people smile but it really got me thinking.  It is part of a 
growing move both outside and inside the Church to separate the teaching of Jesus 
from the teaching of the rest of the Bible, particularly the Old Testament in relation to 
sexual ethics. 

I can’t help wondering if Jesus would be facepalming at this for as Jesus could 
almost say “I gave them the Beatitudes and they don’t realise I’m quoting Leviticus.”.  As 
I hope we will see Jesus kingdom ethic is based on the teaching of the Old Testament, 
particularly the foundational teaching of “loving your neighbour as yourself”.  The 
Beatitudes rather than revising the Old Testament build on it and deepen it.  Both are 
searching statements about what it is to be “blessed” or in Leviticus language “holy”, to 
be distinctive as God’s people. 

Today as we get Levitical, as we let the Bible talk, we will have a strenuous and 
frankly serious spiritual work out.  We will be pushed to think about holiness in all areas 
of our lives, even those most intimate areas of our life. We will have to do some hard 
work to make sure we understand the Bible correctly, and do we truly believe that it is 
God’s word to us. 

YOU SHALL BE HOLY FOR I AM HOLY 

As we look at Leviticus 19 atonement has been made through the sacrifice and 
their God can dwell amongst them, do now they are to be that which they have been 
saved for, holiness, distinctive, set apart for God. The recurring refrain throughout 
Leviticus is “ You shall be holy, for I the Lord your God am holy.”  This mirrors the 
situation for Christian believers who have been saved by Jesus death and resurrection 
so God now dwells with them and are also called to be holy.  (see 1Peter 1:16 and the 
whole of the Sermon on the Mount) 

So in all we look at today this has nothing to do as to how you are saved or how 
you become part of God’s people, but how do we live as God’s saved people. 

Leviticus 19 
Leviticus starts to show what practical holiness looks like. It is a fairly messy 

chapter, jumping around various topics.  But perhaps this reflects the messiness of 
normal life and we are called to be holy in all the messiness of life.  We are, as one 
scholar reflected to be holy from the corner of our beard to the corner of our field. 

There however a few ideas which anchor the chapter.  The first is the continual 
refrain “I am the Lord your God.”  This underlines the seriousness of the call to holiness.  
We are to holy in all these areas of our lives because of the presence of our saving God 
who is Lord of these areas of our lives. It is a serious reminder that we are to be holy for 
God’s sake, although it is more personal than that.  We hear God saying to us “Be holy 
for my sake.” 

Do we take holiness seriously?  Leviticus did.  Jesus did, he called for his 
followers to have righteousness greater than the pharisees.  So do we?  If we do not 
understand this call of the Scriptures we will not understand all that follows. 

It is no surprise given that the call to be holy is based on the holiness of God that 
much of the teaching is based on the 10 Commandments.  They are reflection of God’s 
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character.  Much like how Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount develops and deepens the 
ethic of these fundament statements Leviticus 19 helps to ground and apply these 
statutes. 

Furthermore Leviticus summarises these commands, as Jesus, Paul and James 
will likewise do with “Love you neighbour as yourself.”  Jesus doesn’t make this a central 
tenet of Old Testament he simply reminds people that it was then and it is now, and it 
remains true for us today. 

Loving your neighbour in real life. 
Leviticus 19 helps move beyond the high concept of loving our neighbour to 

concrete examples, many of which have very clear modern application.  To give a few 
examples 

Care for the poor. (9-10) 
In v9-10 the people are told when they harvest they are to leave the corners and 

the leftovers for the poor and sojourner.  We see this instructional wonderful being lived 
on in the lovely book of Ruth as Boaz cares for widows in his community. 

Whilst most have fields to which this applies it should I would suggest to our 
rapacious capitalist system that there is more to business than shareholder return.  
There should be community dividends as well. 

More personally I wonder if this means whether we should be so determined to 
get every possible tax break, as well what we should do with any money we get back 
from our tax return.  Should we use it to help the poor and need in our community? 

Such questions are questions of holiness. 
Industrial Issues (13, 35-36) 
Workers should be paid on time, to not do so is equated with robbery.  Some of 

our barons of industry need to be informed of this. 
And I wonder if anyone else thinks about the Banking Royal Commission when 

you hear verse like this “You shall not cheat in measuring length, weight, or quantity. 
You shall have honest balances, honest weights.” 

Obviously this applies to all business and business practices.  We are called to 
holy business. 

Disability Issues (14) 
We have the initial impetus for the National Disability Insurance Scheme with 

“You shall not revile the deaf or put a stumbling block before the blind.”  There was to be 
appropriate care of all.  To care for people with a disability is holy work. 

Just legal system 
It is no surprise that I use part of this chapter at the Opening of the Legal Year 

Service.  For here is a clear call to justice that neither favours the poor or the great but 
to seek justice for all.  How well does our system do this, is it biased to those who can 
get the best justice they can afford.  I our system holy just. 

Care for refugees (33-34) 
Of particular interest to me in recent years has been these extraordinary verses 

“When an alien resides with you in your land, you shall not oppress the alien. The alien 
who resides with you shall be to you as the citizen among you; you shall love the alien 
as yourself, for you were aliens in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord your God.”  

They were to love not only neighbour but stranger and though which Jesus 
extends as far as loving neighbours. Here is an often ignored call to abandon 
xenophobia, racism and fear of the other and instead practically care.  We should note 
as we could have done with all the others, we do this because of the God we believe in.   

Furthermore the people of Israel knew what it was like to oppressed in a foreign 
land so they should refrain from it now.  This makes the modern situation in the State of 
Israel all the sadder but should cause us to reflect on the situation in Australia where 
most of us are in historical terms recent arrivals yet we have been the oppressors of 
those in their own land, and we reject those come here seeking sanctuary. 
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Quoting Leviticus. 
Jesus in the Beatitudes teaches that blessed are those who hunger and thirst for 

righteousness, for justice.  A thousand years before hand Leviticus showed what such 
righteousness, justice or in Levitical terms holiness looks like.  This is what loving our 
neighbour looks like.  Not looking to our own good, denying ourselves for the sake of 
others.  Turning from our natural inclinations to the ultimately life giving and blessed 
ways of God. 

Jesus I’m sure would want us to quote, champion and live out these ideals in our 
own context.  Perhaps because we aren’t championing these idea’s Jesus is 
facepalming.  This is teaching which should challenge our community, our church and 
our lives.  This is practical lived out holiness. 

Are we seeking to be truly holy?  I said this was going to be serious. 

Holy Sexual 
I have deliberately made these points to which I hope that we can mostly agree 

before coming to the most contentious part of Levitical teaching about holiness in the 
sexual life of God’s people, particularly in relation to homosexuality.   

Given current debates and the possible ructions in the Anglican Church of 
Australia around human sexuality we need to be clear about what the Bible teaches.  I 
pray I do this clearly and compassionately.  

For whilst we are called to love our neighbour there are limits on our love life.  
There is a variety of teaching in Levicitus related to sexual improprieties in chapters 18-
20, and the teaching in relation to homosexual activity is unambiguous: “You shall not lie 
with a male as with a woman; it is an abomination.”  (18:22) 

When I announced that we were going to do a series on Leviticus I received a 
emails from people pointing me to articles which use what I’ll call the shellfish argument 
to avoid the clear teaching of this text. In its simplest form the argument is: Leviticus 
says that eating shellfish is an abomination (Lev 11) and it says that homosexual acts 
are an abomination (Lev 18; as Christians we can eat shellfish so homosexual acts are 
also OK.  Whilst this seems reasonably compelling this logic would also work for incest, 
bestiality and child sacrifice all of which are called abominations in Leviticus 18.1  
Furthermore eating shellfish would make you unclean till evening, homosexual acts 
were capital offenses.  The two acts are not of the same order. 

Also it is not as if the instructions are simply codifying current sexual mores of 
1000BC, in fact they are in direct contradiction to them.  The instructions about sexual 
purity are given to distinguish Israel from the nations around them where the activities 
clearly take place. (18:3, 26-28). 

Rather the teaching in Leviticus flows out of the fundamental teaching back in 
Genesis 2 and the one flesh relationship of husband and wife.  Sex is only to take place 
within that context. Where that God given teaching is flaunted it is unholy and not 
appropriate for God’s people.  I believe the Bible is quite clear on this point. 

Jesus, unlike his reframing of the food laws (Mark 7:19)2, affirms this 
understanding of appropriate sexual activity in his quoting of Genesis 2 when teaching 
on marriage, so does Paul, and both who call for sexual fidelity and purity.  There is no 
contradiction on sexual ethics between Leviticus and Jesus. 

Ultimately the issue is not about homosexuality or heterosexuality but holy 
sexuality.  God is to be lord of this area of our life and we are to be holy.  Are we willing 
to deny ourselves and for God’s sake be holy whatever our predispositions. 

                                            
1 It is worth noting that in eating shellfish Leviticus says “it shall be an abomination to you”, that is 

considered an abomination, whereas the practices of Leviticus are abomination, that is are of their very 
nature.  More work needs to be done on what abomination means in both theses contexts, but again this 
indicates that these are not immediately comparable situations. 

2 See early sermon on the Levitical food laws.  The Diet Challenge. 
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Now here the challenge is to us all 
For while Romans may use homosexual acts as an example of the disorder of 

our world, it does so as part of a bigger argument that if we point a finger there are three 
pointing back at us for all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God.  I don’t think it 
is an accident that it is in the context of sexual failure that Jesus says “Let those without 
sin cast the first stone” 

Christians have too often been hypocritical, hateful and unwelcoming towards our 
homosexual brothers and sisters and in so doing have failed to love our neighbours and 
Jesus would certainly facepalm. 

The Levitical call to love our neighour, the call to be holy is a serious spiritual 
work out.  As in all things we are to seek to speak and act like Jesus may it be our aim 
for God’s sake as in all areas of our life from boardroom to bedroom we hear him “Be 
holy for I am holy.  I am the Lord your God.” 


